The world’s most advanced and modern vending machine system: The TIM Machine

The TIM Machine:
Hotels, Lodging & Resorts
For the Hotel & Lodging Industry, SDK Core’s Total Identity Management (TIM)
vending machine can help address a number of business challenges, enhance the
customer experience and create new revenue opportunities.

So long, mini bar. Hello, TIM Machine

The TIM Machine is an ideal replacement for the hotel mini bar. The machine’s small
footprint and ease of transportability oﬀer versatility for placement in a variety of
locations, whether it’s on each floor of a hotel or more centrally in a motel setting.

Cost eﬀective

With TIM, you can eliminate the high operational costs associated with mini bars.
This includes greater control over managing expired products and improved HR
management. With less time spent restocking mini bars, staﬃng requirements can
be reduced, eliminated or reallocated. The machines can also help alleviate other
employee-focused challenges like sick days, turnover, theft and complex training.

Up to 24-hour access

You can set TIM to be open for business all night. This provides your guests with
convenient late-night access to a cool cold one long after local bars and shops have
closed for the evening, or that forgotten toiletry early in the morning.

More products, greater variety

TIM enables you to stock a greater variety of bottled or canned alcoholic
beverages, and as a complement to existing hotel oﬀerings. The machine’s
refrigeration and climate controls ensure that drinks are cold and refreshing.

TIM saves time

TIM helps save administrative time by managing checkout, inventory control, and
purchasing through seamless integration with existing retail systems. The machine’s
real-time and remote inventory management system enables your employees to
manage stock levels eﬃciently and restrict the sale of expired products. All data can
be exported to most popular accounting software formats.

Restricted access

By integrating TIM with room key cards, only your hotel patrons can access the
machines. This same capability also enables customers to buy products with TIM
and bill directly to their overall hotel stay. Schedule a call with us to discuss the
range of customizable solutions we can provide.
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